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Folklore and the Historian:
A Review Essay
JANET LECOMPTE

In 1940 the state of New Mexico staged a Coronado Cuarto Centennial
celebration, a festival intended to "foster political and economic growth"
by establishing a suitable historic past acceptable to everyone.! The
first concern, according to historical writer Erna Fergusson, was to
make Coronado's long-neglected expedition important-in effect, to
make its leader and his followers mythic figures, larger than history
described them. No effort was spared; a master of pageantry was hired
to stage a huge Coronado entrada involving "a cast of hundreds, many
mounted, all costumed, armored, and accoutered with absolute historical accuracy. . . ."2
A Coronado monument was decreed. At its dedication at Bernalillo
a number of high officials made speeches extolling Coronado. and hi~
exploits. The last speaker was Pablo Abeyta of the Isleta pueblo, who
was scheduled to reply graciously to the Mexican Ambassador:
Abeyta said, calmly but with great force, "1 am afraid I will have
Jan~t Lecompte has written many articles and three books on New Mexico and other
western localities. She is now a graduate student at Washington State University.
1. Marta Weigle'and Peter White, The Lore of New Mexico (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1988), 410; 427.
2. Ibid., 427.
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to contradict some of the things you gentlemen have said. Coronado came by Isleta, and as you who have read his chronicles
know, was given food and royally received. He came on up the
valley, and what did he do? Well, we had better say no more about
it, for his record isn't good and you know it." With that the crowd,
aware of the cruelties and depredations of the entrada, broke into
the heartiest applause of the afternoon.... 3
This account of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial celebration points
up the difference between history and folklore, which is not that history
is true and folklore is false. If the dignitaries erred in the recorded facts
Of the expedition, Pedro Abeyta may have erred just as gravely in failing
to grasp its spiritual and symbolic meaning to the assembled white
folks. What the story shows, and this essay means to illustrate, is that
history and folklore differ in purpose, sources, and methods. Readers
of the New Mexico Historical Review certainly know what history is, but
they may not know what turns folklore has taken lately. A little report
on this matter, even by a historian new to folklore, may help the reader
understand the important work under review.
In The Lore of New Mexico Marta Weigle and Peter White say they
chose the word "lore" for the title of their book instead of "folklore"
as a deliberate play on "lure,"4 but I can think of a better reason. I
think they rejected "folklore" because its traditional definition (the culture and knowledge of uneducated "folk," transmitted orally) no longer
applies. To Weigle and White, "folklore" means "the peculiarly characteristic stories, songs, sayings, artifacts, landmarks, events, peoples,
and lifestyles" of "an arbitrary, artificially bounded area," in this case
New Mexico. 5 This broad definition may itself seem arbitrary and artificially bounded to historians and an invasion not only of history but
also of cultural anthropology, music, literature, psychology, and sociology.
.
Folklorists have not agreed on a definition of their field of study,
for it keeps expanding. In the nineteenth century they sought the
historical and geographical origins of tales and songs and recorded
their findings on little· maps at the b~ck of published collections;6 or
like the Grimm brothers and Andrew Lang, they wrote exquisite fairy
tales based on stories they had collected, turning folklore into litera3.
4.
5.
6.

Ibid., 429.
Ibid., xi.
Ibid.
Leea Virtanen, "Modern Folklore: Problems of Comparative Research," Journal of
Folklore Research 23 (May-December 1986), 221-32.
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ture. 7 By the 1960s, according to folklorist Alan Dundes, folklore included myths, legends, folktales, jokes, proverbs, chants, blessings,
oaths, insults, taunts, toasts, tongue-twisters, folk costumes, folk drama,
folk medicine, folk art, folksongs, folk dances, beliefs, customs, names,
superstitions, epitaphs, graffiti, games, gestures, symbols, prayers,
recipes, quilts, embroidery, architectural decoration, house, barn, and
fence types, children's taunts and rhymes, and street vendors' cries. 8
So we see that folklore is no longer limited to stories and songs
orally transmitted by illiterate rural "folk," nor has its creation occurred
entirely in the past. "Folk art" is made and sold by artisans from
Provincetown to Santa Fe to Carmel, and "folk songs" are written and
sung by their composers. These modern inventions are taken seriously
by some modern folklorists and studied with the same tools used for
"antiquities. "
Folklore has also come to include what one disgusted folklorist
has called "fakelore." Examples include the creation of the mythical
hero Paul Bunyan by identifiable modern writers, the circulation of
fake antisemitic proverbs in Nazi Germany, and the Sesquicentennial
and Cuarto Centennial celebrations staged all over the United States,
mainly for tourists (tourism research is now a respectable ethnographic
endeavor).9
Folklore is often called "folklife" now, suggesting an even broader
perspective that includes the "worldview" of the "folk." The Smithsonian Folklife Unit produced a festival on industry, with exhibits of
tools and props, as well as presenters giving lectures on the background
of industrial work and working men describing their job experiences
and skills. lO Another Smithsonian production, a reenactment of the
7. Bengt Holbek, Interpretation of Fairy Tales: Danish Folklore in a European Perspective
(Helsinki: Academia Scientiarum Fennica, 1987), 7-10; Dan Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition of Folklore in Context" in Toward New Perspectives in Folklore, eds. Americo Paredes
and Richard Bauman (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1972), 3-15; Alan Dundes,
Interpreting Folklore (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980), vii-xi.
8. Dundes, The Study of Folklore (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1965),
3.
9. Dundes, "Nationalistic Inferiority Complexes and the Fabrication of Fakelore: A
Reconsideration of Ossian, the Kinder-und-Hausmarchen, the Kalevala, and Paul Bunyan,"
Journal of Folklore Research 22 (April 1985), 5-18. Fakelore is no modern phenomenon;
the poems of Ossian were published in the 17605, the Grimm tales of Kinder-und-Hausmarchen were published in 1812 and 1815, and· the Finnish national epic, the Kalevala,
in 1835.
10. Richard M. Dorson, "The State of Folkloristics From an American Perspective,"
Journal of the Folklore Institute 19 (January-April 1982), 71-105.
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Hispanic "Day of the Dead," was described by a participant as "somewhere between a real event and a media event. "11
Richard M. Dorson notes the profound changes and strategies in
folkloristics during the 1970s and 1980s. Folklore has gone from marginal to mains,tream culture, from country to city, from past to present,
from texts to context, from fairy tales to personal experience narratives
and oral history. And it has gone public. Over half the United States
have "state folklorists" (or did, before the Reagan administration), and
folklore consultants are connected with state parks, museums, historical societies, schools, ethnic organizations, and libraries.
Still, with all this expansion and excitement-or because of itthere is no consensus definition of folklore. According to folklorist Dan
Ben-Amos, "the isolation of the unifying thread that joins jokes and
myths, gestures and legends, costumes and music into a single category
of knowledge," is missing, 12 and without it folklore can be almost anything. The "folk" who create folklore can be, according to Alan Dundes,
as few as two individuals sharing at least one common factor, such as
race, religion, disease, language, occupation, social club, and hometown, in rural or urban .settings, among people of any class. 13
Besides vague definitions, the continuing weakness of the field of
folklore has been the lack of meaning (historians might call it interpretation). Dundes, an ingenious folklorist with a glorious sense of
humor, is a master of context, finding meaning in the history and events
surrounding a folklore subject. For a frivolous example, take Dundes
on the secret meaning of myths about George Washington: Washington
is the father of our country, who slept in numerous spare bedrooms and
inns-and what kind of monument did his grateful people erect to his
memory? A phallic one, of course. For Dundes' more serious interpre'tations, take the racial symbolism in the color black, which usually
symbolizes something bad in our culture (black moods, black looks,
blackballing, blackguards); note the incestuous longings hidden in King
Lear; recall the dead baby jokes of the 1970s after the legalization of
abortion; consider the game of football as a socially sanctioned framework for male chauvinism (the exaggerated maleness of the uniform,
its ritual homosexual coupling, its complete freedom from the influence
of women); remember the "streakers" whose public nakedness sym11. Olivia Cadaval, '''The Taking of the Renwick': The Celebration of the Day of
the Dead and the Latino Community in Washington, D.C.," Journal of Folklore Research
22 (May-December 1985), 179-93.
12. Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition," 3.
13. "Who are the Folk?" in Interpreting Folklore, 6-7.
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bolically protested the Watergate coverup.I4 Thanks in large part to
Oundes' work, meaning in folklore is no longer entirely neglected.
New Mexico has been a productive soil for the cultivation of folklore. Its sources are rich-three firmly entrenched peoples; a wealth
of "folk" for traditional collections of tales and songs, artifacts, and
customs; and a mass of tourists for "fakelore" festivals. Amateur folklorists have published books of local and regional tales and dichos (proverbs), place names, Spanish folk plays, and ballads; books and articles
have been inspired by herbal medicine, Hispanic furniture, women's
dress, folk music, and church art. Ethnologists and folklorists have
devoted years of study and many volumes to the culture of the Pueblo
and Navajo Indians, their arts and crafts. IS
Although The Lore of New Mexico utilizes much of this research, it
is like no other work on the subject. It both reflects and rejects present
trends in the field of folklore. Some of its sources are familiar to folklorists and historians, but many are fresh and new. Its interpretations
are likely to be original with the authors, and its organization of topics
is unique.
Marta Weigle and Peter White, both professors of American Studies at the University of New Mexico, began writing their book of New
Mexican folklore in 1982. Weigle describes herself (in Contemporary Authors) as a "folklorist with research-training interests in narrative-narration
analysis, mythology, the Hispanic Southwest, women and folklore, folk
religion, and verbal art (the ethnography of communication)." Her
books utilize all her varied fields of expertise. The first and still the
best known of her major works is Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The
Penitentes of the Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1976), a straightforward historical account. Her other books important to the development of The Lore of New Mexico are edited volumes, often with a collaborator, based on oral histories and manuscripts
collected during the 1930s and 1940s under the New Mexico Federal
Writers' Project.16
14. Ibid., 1-19.
15. Marta Weigle and Peter White mention very few of these studies in the "Appendix: Selected Resources for New Mexico Folklore" (The Lore of New Mexico, 435-49);
the appendix is a study of New Mexico folklorists, journalists, anthropologists, art
colonists, and New Deal arts project workers, with descriptions of document collections
in Albuquerque, Los Angeles, and Santa Fe. The bibliography lists only ten items, but
Weigle is in the process of preparing a complete listing.
16. Hispano Folklife of New Mexico: The Lorin W. Brown Federal Writers' Project Manuscripts (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1978), edited in collaboration with
Charles L. Briggs and Marta Weigle. Lorin W. Brown was a Federal Writer for the Works
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Highly influential in the development of The Lore of New Mexico
has been E. Boyd's Popular Arts of Spanish New Mexico (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1974), a large, well-written and copiously
illustrated "sourcebook" of limited subject but enormous scope. In 1983
when Weigle organized a festschrift in honor of E. Boyd, the outcome
was not the usual slim and economical volume of essays with a limited
market, but a large book, well-designed and illustrated, with diverse
and important articles. 17 Weigle and White have adopted the same
sourcebook function, large format, and ample illustrations for The Lore
of New Mexico.
Another model for The Lore of New Mexico is Weigle's own remarkable study, Spiders and Spinsters: Women and Mythology, a sourcebook of women's mythology, rituals, and symbols. Her method in
Spiders and Spinsters is to present carefully selected quotations interspersed with scholarly comment and her own sparse interpretation,
enhanced by fine illustrations. Weigle's method is "to orchestrate rather
than marshal,"18 allowing her quotations (texts) to speak for themselves. This method requires careful reading and considerable insight,
on the part of the reader, an approach not everyone likes. One critic
complains of Spiders and Spinsters that Weigle has avoided writing a
critical study by stringing together topics and doing little more than
arranging her "bits and pieces of others' research" into chapters. This
critic continues: I was "overwhelmed by the quantity of material, losing
each chapter's thread as I plodded from one quotation to another."19
Projects Administration (WPA) in the 1930s who wrote Vividly about his native Hispanic
village of Cordova. Weigle's work with these WPA collections increased her interest in
the Anglo aspect of New Mexico ethnohistory, the ordinary white "folk," and the notso-ordinary writers whom she and her coauthor Kyle Fiore described in Santa Fe & Taos:
The Writer's Era, 1916-1941 (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1982). Weigle edited other
volumes based on WPA archives: Hispanic Villages of Northern New Mexico'(Santa Fe: The
Lightning Tree, 1975), the sociocultural component of a study of the villages of Tewa
Basin in Northern New Mexico in 1935; New Mexicans in Cameo and Camera: New Deal
Documentation of Twentieth-Century Lives (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1985), a volume of illustrated oral histories organized geographically; and Two Guadalupes:
Hispanic Legends and Magic Tales From Northern New Mexico (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press,
1987).
17. Hispanic Arts and Ethnohistory in the Southwest: Nev.' Papers Inspired by the Work of
E. Boyd, eds. Marta Weigle with Claudia Larcombe and Samuel Larcomb~ (Santa Fe:
Ancient City Press, 1983).
18. Marta Weigle, Spiders and Spinsters: Women and Mythology (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982), xi.
19. Carol L. Edwards, review in Western Folklore 43 (April 1984), 146-48. Edwards'
principle complaint is that Weigle did not use her material to further feminism and
allowed "outrageously sexist" statements to stand without comment. Edwards confuses
scholarship with feminism and its issues.
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The Lore of New Mexico is organized in much the same way, and, like
Spiders and Spinsters, may draw criticism for its lack of synthesis or a
coherent text.
Folklorist Beverly Stoeltje, one of those to whom The Lore of New
Mexico is dedicated, praises Spiders and Spinsters for its use of juxtaposed
material and contextual data from classical, Judeo-Christian, and American Indian sources to produce new perceptions in the reader of "images, symbols and mythologies ... [that] permeate all domains of
knowledge."20 The Lore of New Mexico is successful in 4sing the same
method of placing in juxtaposition texts from three cultures to produce
the perception of the universality of man's symbols.
The Lore of New Mexico is carefully structured; no one could get
lost, for every intersection has a large signpost. The pattern itself becomes important as an organizing device and as interpretation-byjuxtaposition. The book has three parts: the first on symbol and theme;
the second on visual, verbal, and musical folk art; and the third on
folklife and world views expressed in places, by individuals, and through
rituals. Each part describes in turn New Mexico's three dominant cultures-Native American, Hispanic, and Anglo, with texts drawn. from
different eras. Since time and sequence are not given the attention that
we historians are accustomed to and since political and economtc cause
and effect have little place in this book, historians may find themselves
asking questions that folklorists would find irrelevant.
In spite of the predominantly topical structure, a kind of dynamics
in The Lore of New Mexico is well illustrated in the first chapter. Here
the symbolism of Navajo and Pueblo cataclysmic emergence from the
underworld through the hole in the earth called Sipapu is contrasted
with the frightening Penitente tieneblas, a tumultuous ceremony in a
dark morada, imitating the earthquakes and chaos following Jesus'
crucifixion and portending his ascension. Then the authors move terror
and deliverance first to the plains of eastern New Mexico where two
days of wind and fire create a scene from Hell for isolated ranchers
and cowboys and finally to the Trinity Site of the first explosion of the
atom bomb and emergence into the nuclear age. The authors end Part
One with the daily ritual at Carlsbad Caverns, when hundreds of
tourists descend into the darkness, "a contemporary inversion of the
first people's emergence from Sipapu and a safe encounter with the
mysterious now made commercial and 'interesting.' "21
This juxtaposition of the three cultures through themes of emerg20. Beverly Stoelije, review in Western American Literature 19 (Spring 1984), 69.
21. Weigle and White, The Lore of New Mexico, 87.
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Marta Weigle is Regents Professor of American Studies and Anthropology in
the University of New Mexico and is currently working on a variety of projects
involving women's myth and folklore. Peter White is Professor of English in
the University of New Mexico and is pursuing the study of American fiddle
music, including that of Appalachia and Hispanic New Mexico.

ence, mystery, and terror (or "transformation and sacred worlds" as
the authors call it) is artful and even contrived. At no point is it as
subtle as the symbolism in Spiders and Spinsters that frustrated the critic.
But it has the all-important virtue of being comprehensible, with some
editorial help in the form of brief context and interpretation and occasional comments of other folklorists or historians. The texts themselves, carefully chosen for their illustrative and intrinsic value, are
never boring or irrelevant.
The authors use another device they called "Focal Places" in which
landmarks and relevant texts illustrate various aspects of New Mexican
experience. Shiprock, the big, dramatic volcanic core in the northwest
corner of New Mexico, a focus of Navajo myth, is juxtaposed with
Four Corners, a monument built to honor the only intersection of four
states, and its neighboring monuments to United States technology, a
huge power plant and the largest open-pit coal mine in the West. The
smoke from the powerplant was said to have been the only man-made
feature visible to the naked eyes of astronauts on the moon, a symbol
so obvious that the authors decline to point it out.
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I have summarized this chapter of only seventeen pages to suggest
the richness of the material and the unique intricacy of the structure.
The second part of the volume describes verbal, visual, and musical
arts--but in an intensive rather than extensive fashion. "Verbal Arts,"
the chapter written entirely by Weigle, is not the usual collection of
folktales--in fact, it contains few tales. Homes, names and language,
political rhetoric and proverbs, humor, and the art of storytelling form
the material for the chapter. Those who feel cheated without their
stories may consult the footnotes for reference to compendiums of New
Mexico folktales.
Peter White's chapter, "Soundscape: The Musical Arts," is just as
eccentric in its subject matter as any of Weigle's chapters. White's
background is in American popular and literary culture and in music,
particularly New Mexican fiddlers, who form the focus of the chapter.
White writes about fandangos and baiZes (dance-parties and balls)~ where
the fiddlers play, and about the art of fiddling, as well as about 'cowboy
ballads and the Hispanic equivalent, corridos. White's style contrasts
with that of Weigle; he is more didactic, uses fewer texts and more
. scholarly commentary.
The third part of the book is devoted to folklife, culture heroes,
and performance or festivals. Texts describe both ordinary and infrequent conditions and activities in each of the three cultures--sun and
moon, water and weather, the corn-meal trails of the Pueblo Indians,
the plazas and crosses of Hispanic settlements and churches, and the
fences and post offices of Anglos. There are texts on herding and hunting, trading and raiding, captivity and warfare; myths and legends
about culture heroes divine or human-Franciscans and lay clergy,
witches, hermits, healers, beggars, outlaws (Billy the Kid), lawmen,
and texts about how society regarded these legendary people. Finally
there are texts on community celebrations in which the people "participate in a significant performance process, creating images of themselves and their changing society. ,,22
The book ends with the Coronado Cuarto Centennial again, quoting a wonderful paragraph of Erna Fergusson commenting on the
"money-making show" that every little New Mexico town puts on,
with Indian dances, Hispanic fiestas, and Anglo carnivals--the folk
festivals of the future:
This highjacking of one people's practice by another has speeded
up the interfusion which was going on anyway. Doubtless it will
22. Ibid., 362.
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hasten the coming of something that may, in time, become a true
Southwestern culture; except that by then it will be on the way to
transforming itself into something else.... And in this case, we
may watch the lumps of various widely different types and stages
of culture bobbing, still undigested, in a sort of sunny stew. 23
Weigle and White have written a magnificent book, complex in
structure, learned but economical in commentary, careful in choice of
examples, disinterested and impersonal in tone, and written in simple,
often lyrical prose. The authors exercise their right of selectivity to the
utmost. They make no attempt at a synthesis of already published
material, nor do they try to produce an overview of all the folklore of
all the peoples and regions of New Mexico. They do not deal with
issues and ideas of paramount interest in other disciplines, such as
gender, class, and urban-rural differences. Their book is neither exhaustive nor particularly analytic. 24 Like a piece of sculpture, the beauty
and value of The Lore of New Mexico is in what was cut away, leaving
only' what the authors consider intrinsic and indispensable.
And what can The Lore of New Mexico do for us historians? It can
teach us a way of looking at history, the arts, and community life as
a continuity of symbols and signs that bring order and meaning to our
lives. It can induce us to think of all sorts of themes, topics, people,
places, and actions as possible foci of symbolic significance i1n our own
writing and show us how that significance, once recognized, can enrich
our view of history. Like a good teacher, The Lore of New Mexico can
stimulate our imaginations and curiosity, sharpen our perceptions, and
send us back to our own discipline with more acute vision and deeper
understanding of human spiritual needs and emotions.

23. Erna Fergusson, Our Southwest (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1940), 345-46.
24. Weigle and White, The Lore of New Mexico, xii.
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Richard Eighme Ahlborn, cultural historian at the Smithsonian, has been
selected by the Board of Editors as the recipient of the 1990 Gilberto Espinosa
Prize for the best article published in volume 65 of the New Mexico Historical
Review. Ahlborn's essay, "The Will of a Woman in 1762," appeared in the July
1990 issue.
Ahlborn received his education at the University of Colorado, University
of Delaware, and Yale University. He also studied Hispanic artistic influences
in the Philippines as a Fulbright Fellow, worked under E. Boyd at the Museum
of International Folk Art in Santa Fe, and served as a curator at the Joslyn Art
Museum in Omaha, Nebraska. He has published on a variety of Hispanic and
western topics in addition to his work at the Smithsonian since 1965.
Gilberto Espinosa, researcher, writer, well-known New Mexico lawyer,
and strong supporter of New Mexico state history, served as a consultant to the
New Mexico Historical Review for many years. Following his death in 1983, Mr.
Espinosa's family and friends established the award in his honor. This is the
eighth year for the award, which includes a $100 prize. Previous winners
include John O. Baxter, Michael C. Meyer, Robert M. Utley, Jake Spidle, Robert
A. Trennert, John P. Wilson, and Martin Ridge.
Subscriptions to the New Mexico Historical Review, a scholarly journal affiliated with the University of New Mexico, are $18 a year, $50 for sponsors,
and $100 for patrons. For information on the journal, or to subscribe, write
New Mexico Historical Review, 1013 Mesa Vista Hall, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131-1186, or call (50S) 277-5839.

